Double Shot

This print edition contains two Tales of the
Shareem stories: Rio (novel length) and
Maia & Rylan (short story). The character
Rio appears in both stories. Maia and
Rylan by Allyson JamesBook Two of Tales
of the ShareemDNAmo created the
Shareem--males genetically altered to be
the ultimate in sexual pleasure. Hidden in
their files is record of a secret
experiment--the first and only female
Shareem, a black-haired, blue-eyed woman
named Maia. Inside the DNAmo
compound, Rylan, a level-two Shareem, is
the bright point in Maias life. Though
forbidden to see the experimental Shareem
female, Rylan finds secret ways to meet
her, to befriend her, and to teach her every
sinful game he knows.But on the day
DNAmo shuts down, Maia disappears
without a trace. Heartbroken, Rylan will do
anything to find her.Rio, by Allyson James
Book
Three
of
Tales
of
the
ShareemGenetically
programmed
to
provide every womans wildest fantasy, Rio
is the ultimate level-three Shareem. His
bad-boy smile and Shareem-blue eyes can
make the most frigid woman fall to her
knees and beg him to be gentle. Nella,
Princess of Ariel, has never heard of
Shareem. She sees Rio only as the man
who rescues her from assassination and
who hides her until she can get back to her
family. A friend. But Rio cant fight his
programming, and before long hes taking
the sexy princess aside to give her some
very interesting lessons in trust...never
dreaming shes giving him lessons in love.

Read reviews, compare customer ratings, see screenshots, and learn more about Double Shot. Download Double Shot
for macOS @@minimumOSVersion@@Situated in the social hub of the local Deakin shops, Doubleshot is your place
to unwind and indulge in one of Canberras most welcoming, carefree and funWe are a Prague based specialty coffee
roastery with an established Direct Trade program and seasonal coffee offering. Visit our own coffee shops or
buyDouble Shot Coffee & Cocktails, Ulaanbaatar: See 17 unbiased reviews of Double Shot Coffee & Cocktails, rated
4.5 of 5 on TripAdvisor and ranked #62 of 336DoubleShot Coffee Company roasts exceptional coffees and ships within
24 hours to deliver you the freshest coffee experience possible.Double Shot may refer to: Bubble Bobble Double Shot, a
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2007 video game Double Shot (ride), a type of amusement ride manufactured by S&S PowerWelcome to Doubleshot
Coffee & Tea. Small batch coffee roasters and artisanal tea blenders. Our vision is to handcraft products that that our
clientele will love,Double Shot is a type of drop tower amusement ride that uses compressed air to rapidly propel riders
up the tower then gently lower them with a series ofDouble shot. 3201 likes 41 talking about this 75 were here. Always
double, dont make troubleDouble Shot - Mobile Coffee Van, Montrose, Victoria, Australia. 893 likes 33 talking about
this 36 were here. Located @ Keith Hume Fraser Reserve,Double Shot Captiva, Naples, Florida. 459 likes. Joe Best
/Guitar/Vocals.Double Shot. Two of the most popular activities in Queenstown, the Shotover Canyon Swing and the
world famous Shotover Jet. Combine your Shotover
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